The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children
A longitudinal and multigeneration platform for
collaborative research

Nic Timpson & Lynn Molloy

ALSPAC
>30k participants, >1.2million bio-samples, >80k variables,
29 years of deep longitudinal study, just under 1,000 (979) researchers,
>2500 papers
Grand
20 proposals/month for data/samples
parents
>14541 pregnancies, 75% of all
Linkage consented and >8000 active
>9k at 8yrs, >6k at 18yr, 4.5k stable
>80% linked and 6500 active

G1partners

>1200 new pregnancies
3300 pregnancies over next 5 years
Linkage consented
(Eldest G2 already 12
G3 likely over the next 5 years)
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Electronic health record linkage
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Birth records
Primary Care (GP) Records
Hospital Episode Statistics (HES)
Death certificates and cancer
registrations
Education
Geographical & Neighbourhood
Criminal records
Pillar linkage (COVID_19)
Children Looked After & In Care
Employment & tax

Adversity/violence
through life.
Rosie
Cornish
University of Bristol

Project to Enhance ALSPAC through Record Linkage
(PEARL)
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Current output from ALSPAC
Medicine/molecular epidemiology contribution, but
social science is a major area of activity.
These metrics are likely to be limited and we
clearly need to do more to work with social
scientists and to engage with methods and
approaches aligned to social science studies.
Good overlap between social and medical
sciences.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/12007/supporthub/scopus/
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Visibility and Access
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We see ourselves as one part of a rich portfolio
Usual direction of information flow

MACRO
Country/region
Record linkage based
Remote data collection

MICRO
Very large population based
Record linkage
Omic data screens/clinics

Cohorts & bespoke studies
Exhaustive phenotyping
(hypothesis driven)
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Managed access will be part of our approach, but with balance from preparationSecure
-> support
Access
(eg UKSeRP)
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Exemplars – likely the best way to illustrate the possible utility of a studies like
ALSPAC to social scientists.
Elect to say “studies like ALSPAC” as this is clearly a general principle for many
studies potentially viewed as “biomedical”
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Exemplar 1. The anthropology of cohorts themselves – ethnography and
participation
Sahra Gibbon
UCL
Why do Families Participate in Cohort Research:
•

Pilot study research examining multi-generational birth cohort participation

•

Method: ethnographic interview with ‘paired participants’ ( G0 parent and G1 adult child who had own
child(ren)enrolled in G2)

•

‘Becoming Intergenerational in Birth Cohorts: kinship and the remaking of participation’ Sahra Gibbon
and Rosie Mathers (2021) Somatosphere March 18th

Biosocial Lives of Birth Cohorts (2021-2025):
•

4-year Investigator Award examining Biosocial research in 4 birth cohorts (ALSPAC, Generation RRotterdam, Generation 21-Porto, Pelotas Birth Cohort Study – Brazil) as knowledge, social practice and
participation

•

Using ethnographic and participatory research methods to examine the experience and meaning of birth
cohort participation

•

All arguably “biomedical”, but where new data may illuminate other fields and help the interpretation of
data collected within studies.
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Exemplar 2. Mental health and longitudinal population study data
Mental health is receiving great attention and is measured in great detail in
longitudinal studies like ALSPAC – this also bridges organic and social domains and
there is an opportunity to bring together data and researchers around this.
JAMA Network Open - Psychology 2018

Exemplar 2. Mental health and longitudinal population study data
Mental health is receiving great attention and is measured in great detail in
longitudinal studies like ALSPAC – this also bridges organic and social domains and
there is an opportunity to bring together data and researchers around this.
JAMA Network Open - Psychology 2018

Alex
Kwong
University of
Edinburgh
Key point in the frequency and
granularity of standardized data

Exemplar 3. Social inequality – measurement and implications

Harmonised data on
childhood for >250,000
children.
•
•

Tim Cadman
University of Bristol

Mental health outcomes at least 2 time points
Data available for analysis via DataSHIELD

Consistent evidence that social inequalities in mental health are present from a young age for all cohorts
Inequalities reduce over time, but evidence that the rate of decrease slows and inequalities persist into
middle childhood
Demonstrates meta-analysis of mental health trajectories across birth cohorts is possible:
a)
Pros: making use of measurement at different times points across cohorts to model complete
trajectories
b)
Cons: non-equivalence of maternal education and mental health measurement.
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Exemplar 4. The interplay between social and biomedical research – Certainly not
only one direction
Tim Morris
University of
Bristol
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Exemplar 4. The interplay between social and biomedical research – Certainly not
only one direction
Tim Morris
University of
Bristol

Population stratification - yellow
Dynastic effects - red
Assortative mating - green
(+ assortative mating by phenotype will
lead to genotypic correlation!!)

“… population phenomena can bias estimates of genetic contributions to complex social
phenotypes from samples of unrelated individuals. The presence of genetic association … may
reflect confounding by underlying population phenomena including population stratification,
assortative mating, and dynastic effects”
CLOSER – April 2021

Exemplar 5. The implications of biological events – COVID-19 & social implications
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Exemplar 5. The implications of biological events – COVID-19 & social implications
2X fully formatted questionnaires
(REDCAP/QUALTRICS)
Free access and support for use
Aligned to multiple users

David Porteous

Edinburgh
Robin Flaig

Kate Northstone Deborah Lawlor

Bristol
Lynn Molloy

Bristol
Edinburgh
Steering group
Analysis group

Bristol
Rosie
McEachan

Bradford

Simon Haworth

Bristol
Martin Tobin

Leicester

Mary de Silva

Wellcome
Bruna
Galobardes

Wellcome

https://bristol.ac.uk/alspac/researchers/wellcome-covid-19/

“Pretty nice to be able to say “social
science is super impactful, and
strengthened by the capacity to
compare patterns/relationships across
contexts” – cohorts enable that…”

Gareth Griffith & Alex Kwong
Universities of Bristol &
Edinburgh

Characterisation, determinants, mechanisms and
consequences of the long-term effects of COVID-19:
providing the evidence base for health care services

Cohorts

To wrap up…
ALSPAC represents one of many “biomedical” studies welcoming more social science use.
The aggregate data available falls across many domains, including social science.
Data are detailed, but also longitudinal and offer opportunities to look at life course & era.
An exciting component is the interplay between biomedical and social science analyses.
PLEASE reach out and help us to think imaginatively about multi-domain analyses…
ALSPAC-exec@bristol.ac.uk
n.j.timpson@bristol.ac.uk
Rosie Cornish – rosie.cornish@bris.ac.uk
Sahra Gibbon – s.gibbon@ucl.ac.uk
Rebecca Pearson – rebecca.pearson@bris.ac.uk
Tim Cadman – t.cadman@bristol.ac.uk

Tim Morris – tim.morris@bris.ac.uk
Gareth Griffith – g.griffith@bris.ac.uk
Alex Kwong – akwong@exseed.ac.uk
LPS group – wellcomecovid-19@bris.ac.uk
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